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We recently posted a video of a cyclist kite on the Murrysville Trail Alliance Facebook page. The kite, designed by
Feng Tsan Huang, is acclaimed for its excellent aerodynamic design. It’s also wonderfully evocative of the fun of
childhood cycling, where tactile and tangible experience
intersects with freedom, good feelings and exuberance –
with a little bit of magic there as well.
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Explore somewhere new…
Murrysville Municipal Parks
Bear Hollow Park and Trail
Chambers Park
Duff Park
Heritage Park
Lillian Kellman Nature Reserve
Kovalczik Park
Murrysville Community Park
Pedora Park
Pleasant Valley Park
Royal Highlands Baseball Field
Peter and Victoria Skena
Nature Reserve
Sardis Park

Who doesn’t remember the magic of the scene in ET when
the kids’ bikes become airborne? And who doesn’t
remember our own early bike rides, when somehow
there was the wonderful surprise of a shift from
precariously sitting atop an unwieldy apparatus to
flowing – almost floating – over pavement?
We are so lucky that as adults - with all of our attendant adult privileges and concerns – we are still
When bikes fly, from ET
able to tap into these feelings from our youth, just
by stepping onto a bike. Some find the same good feelings and freedom by walking
through the woods. Let’s do what we can to bring these good feelings to others, and especially to our children, by building safe accommodations for these wholesome pursuits in our
community.
Take a Hike!
You are invited to join us for the last scheduled MTA hike of the
year, a Cross-Murrysville hike planned for the morning of Saturday, September 10. We will meet at 9 AM at the Lower
Pavilion in Townsend Park (near the pond), and hike along the
Don Harrison Community Trail to the Murrysville Community
Park (MCP) Wetlands, passing through three nature reserves of
the Westmoreland Conservancy en route.
If you haven’t used this trail, this hike is a great opportunity to
explore this chain of parks and nature reserves. The hike will
cover about 5 miles, and last for 2 – 3 hours. Transportation
back to our starting point will be provided (unless you prefer
to enjoy another 5 miles by hiking back!)

June MTA hike through
Pleasant Valley Park

Be prepared for the weather, wear comfortable
shoes or boots, and bring water! Refreshments will
be available at the wetlands. Please join us! Dogs
are welcome.

Melancholy is

Any last minute postponements or cancellations will
be posted on the Murrysville Trail Alliance Facebook page.

incompatible with
bicycling.
~ James E. Starrs
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New Map of Townsend Park
The MTA has produced a new map of Townsend Park, showing
the park’s trails and facilities. The MTA has also prepared
maps of Pleasant Valley Park, and the Kellman and Skena
Reserves. The MTA maps, plus a Friends of Murrysville Parks
(FOMP) map of Duff Park, may be accessed on the web page
for each park at murrysvilletrails.org
This new Townsend map includes names for some previously
unidentified trails, and some adjustments to old trail segments.
New names were selected from entries to a “Name That Trail”
contest:
Serenity Trail – Anonymous
Spicebush Trail – Debbie Bryant
Waggin’ Trail – Anonymous
Please note that Townsend Park’s actual signage does not yet
reflect these changes.
Cartographer Loree Speedy’s preparation of this map for the
MTA was made possible with funding from the Community
Foundation of Murrysville, Export, and Delmont, and detailed
Geographic Information System (GIS) tracking from volunteers
Charlie and Donna Beard, Ed Gerstenhaber, and Lynn
Gurrentz.

A New Walk through the Park
Over the years, Murrysville Community Park (MCP) has become a
valued part of the municipality,
with 305 acres crammed with
soccer and baseball fields. Now
it is even better!
The Murrysville Public Works
Department has built a new
paved walking trail in the park.
The trail is 5 feet wide, and
approximately 2 miles long. It
connects the park entrance with
several of the sports fields, the

Miracle Field (which already had
a paved fitness trail) and the trail
through the MCP Wetlands on the
other side of Wiestertown Road.
The Public Works crews used 600
tons of stone and 520 tons of
asphalt to create the newest
addition to Murrysville Community
Park.

When man invented the bicycle he reached the peak of his attainments. Here was a machine of precision and balance for
the convenience of man. And (unlike subsequent inventions for man’s convenience) the more he used it, the fitter his
body became. Here, for once, was a product of man’s brain that was entirely beneficial to those who used it, and of no
harm or irritation to others. Progress should have stopped when man invented the bicycle. - Elizabeth West
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Rough Diamond Century Ride 2016
Cyclist Dave Lusher organized a Rough Diamond
Century Ride held on Sunday, August 21. The 100+
mile ride roughly followed the Rough Diamond concept, starting at the Southside’s Riverfront Park, travelling east through Homestead, Braddock, Turtle
Creek, Murrysville and Delmont, before turning northeast to Saltsburg, then turning northwest through
Avonmore, Apollo, and Vandergrift to reach the
ride’s (and Rough Diamond’s) northernmost point in
Freeport before returning to Pittsburgh through the
Allegheny River towns of Tarentum, New Kensington,
and Oakmont.

Congratulations to the 2016 Rough Diamond Century riders!
Dave Lusher
Ryan Parker
Scott Replogle
Doug Sikora
Monica VanDieren
Thank you to the ride’s volunteers!
Susan Karas

Jack Maher

Cindi Contie

Bob Burpee

Larry Nicollette

Betsy Aiken

Daryl Sawders

Kurt Pelisari

Buzz Wichmann

Cheryl Richards

Thank you to Planet Goodness organic grocery store in Vandergrift,
Dave completed the same ride in 2015 with Scott
PPG, and the many people who donated to this ride and the Turtle
Replogle and Eric Fingal, and in 2016 Dave and
Creek rail-trail!
Scott were joined by three other cyclists. Aid stations
were set up in Murrysville, Saltsburg, Vandergrift,
and Lower Burrell. The ride raised over $680 for the Turtle Creek Rail-Trail project (which included a $100 contribution
from the Murrysville Trail Alliance!)
Next summer, watch the Murrysville Trail Alliance Facebook page for information about the 2017 Rough Diamond
Century Ride!

Rough Diamond
riders in Saltsburg

Below : Vandergrift aid station at Planet Goodness organic grocery store (photos courtesy of Jeff Richards and Dave Lusher)
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Turtle Creek Rail-Trail Project
Progress with the Turtle Creek Rail-Trail project continues! The project includes Phase 3 of the Westmoreland Heritage
Trail (WHT) - the 5.9 miles of trail between Trafford and Murrysville - and Phase 4, which is the approximately 3.3 miles
of trail between Murrysville and the western edge of Lincoln Avenue in Export.
Construction plans and technical specifications for Phase 3 have been prepared by Mackin Engineering and accepted by
PennDOT, to be publicly advertised for bidding via PennDOT’s Engineering and Construction Management System
(ECMS), for which only PennDOT-qualified Contractors are eligible to
bid. The construction plans comprise 81 sheets of drawings, and the
Bridges along the rail-trail
cost of construction is estimated at around $1.8 million. It is anticipated that the actual physical work on Phase 3 will start on March 1,
Thank you for sponsoring bridges
2017.
Westmoreland County has selected Gibson-Thomas Engineering
Company of Latrobe to provide Inspection Services during construction.
Phase 3 includes provision for a small trailhead in Trafford, next to
the Creamery on the corner of Forbes Road and 7th Street Extension
(State Route 130), where a ramp will lead up to 14 parking spaces
leased from Urban Properties that will be available for trail users.

along the Turtle Creek rail-trail!
Pat and Lynn Gurrentz (bridge near
Trafford Road)
Rodger and Joan Gurrentz (bridge near
Hoss’s & Sportzone)
Megan Kelly Bethel, Mary Katrin Kelly
McCusker, and Bronwyn Kelly Sodrosky*
(bridge near Marlee Acres)

Bridges in Phases 3 and 4 are not included in the PennDOT project,
but instead are being advanced with the cooperation of many parPeoples Gas (bridge near Rivertowne
ties. Renovation of the bridge near Trafford Road in Murrysville is
Brewery)
close to completion. For it, new deck sections were prefabricated by
a Westmoreland County Parks & Recreation crew at Twin Lakes, then *in memory of their parents Dr. John C. R.
brought to the bridge site and set in place and secured (see photos in
Kelly Jr. and Virginia Span Kelly, who
May 2016 Murrysville Trail News). Volunteers added the top layers
lived in Marlee Acres and raised their
of decking to this bridge, built railings, and painted. Work on the
children there
bridge behind Hoss’s and Sportzone commenced in August, and reconstruction of the bridges near Marlee Acres and Rivertowne Brewery will follow in 2017 – 2018 (please see box thanking the sponsors for funding of all these bridges, and the volunteers
who have helped with reconstruction).
Within Phase 3, the Westmoreland Conservation District is undertaking a stream bank stabilization project at several locations.
Near the Export terminus of Phase 4, Export’s restored Caboose is beautifully situated alongside a garden just west of
the intersection of Kennedy and Lincoln Avenues. The Grand Opening of the Caboose was held at the Export Ethnic Food
and Music Festival on August 20.
Funding of $150,000 is still sought for planning, engineering of Phase 4, and funding is also sought for Phase 4
construction.

Bridge near Trafford Road prior to painting
(Photo courtesy of Josh Miller)

Visiting the trail continues to be on an ‘at your own risk’
basis. Some trail segments are problematical pending
bridge reconstruction and further grading and smoothing of
the trail. The completed bridge near Trafford Road will
remain closed for use until a pedestrian crossing across
Trafford Road is established. To enjoy the part of the trail
corridor that is still presently the best for walking, park at
(Continued on page 5)
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Turtle Creek Rail-Trail Project
(Continued from page 4)

the parking lot along Saunders Station Road and walk
west/southwest to eventually reach B-Y Park in Trafford.
- Jeff Richards
Editor’s Note: If you would like to support the Turtle Creek
Rail-Trail Project, consider joining friends and family to assemble a Team for the March 25, 2017 March for Parks –
or join the MTA Team! It’s a fun morning with lots to see
and do; more information will follow in the January Murrysville Trail News. If you’re not able to participate in the
March for Parks, you can still make a contribution toward
the Turtle Creek Rail-Trail Project anytime; email MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org for more information.

Export’s Caboose
(Photo courtesy of Jeff Richards)

THANK YOU to the volunteers who have helped with bridge construction!
Ben Bononi
Tom Ronksley
Malcolm Sias

Rey Peduzzi
Tom Dittman

Chris Bononi
Stan Rudge

POETRY CORNER

Jeff Richards
Bill O’Hara

Gordon Conn
Larry Schultz

I feel that I am entitled to my share of lightheartedness and there is nothing wrong with enjoying one’s self simply, like a boy. - Leo Tolstoy
(about learning to ride a bicycle at age 67)

To Birches
Next life

When the woods are gold

I would be a tree.

And alive

Not the open-field oak

With the rustling of squirrels

Not the solitary pine:

My one white line

I would be a birch

Leaning down the slope a bit

One among many

Tracing the edge

Birches grow after fires

Of happiness

I would grow
After this fire

-From The Minor Odyssey

Beside the black stumps

of Lollie Heronfeathers Singer

Every time I see an adult on a bicycle, I no longer despair for the future of the human race.
- H.G. Wells

WANTED!
Are you savvy about batch emails? Help the MTA email our newsletter 3 times a year! Have fun with
this small but important effort and gain the lasting appreciation of trail enthusiasts!
Contact us at MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org
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A Walk in Wales
If you’ve never thought of Wales as a great hiking destination, think again. The Pembrokeshire Coastal Path is a hidden
gem that most of us in the United States don’t even know exists. That is unless you happened to read a March 2012 National Geographic article citing it as a place to visit that spring, along with Washington DC, Vienna, Istanbul, Chile and
South Korea.
Pembrokeshire Park was first designated a national park in
1952. It took another eighteen years until the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path was opened in 1970. The trail begins in
Amroth and heads north for 186 miles ending in St. Dogmeals. The Southern end of the trail has little elevation
climb and follows the coast of the Irish Sea. Our group
decided to tackle the last 60+ miles of the trail starting in
St. Justinians and ending in St. Dogmeals. This stretch has
the greatest elevation change and with that, some
unbelievable views from the cliffs.
There are many agencies that will plan your hiking adventure, but we decided on Celtic Trails and were extremely
happy with our choice. They sent a packet with all the information we needed a few weeks prior to our departure. The packet contained a detailed itinerary, maps,
guide book and other miscellaneous pieces of inforDorothy West in pink and Sue Hanson on coastal path
mation. They booked all the B & B’s and arranged for
(All photos courtesy of Susan Karas)
taxis where needed at the end of a day of hiking. One of
the taxi drivers told us there were several agencies he worked with but Celtic Trails always picked the nicer B & B's. The
B & B's were far beyond our expectations and the B & B owners went above their call of duty to make sure our trip went
smoothly. More about the B & B’s later – now onto the best part, the hike!
In the beginning of June we started our five-day hike. It was the tail end of Spring and we were in awe of the flowers on
the first leg of our hike from St. Justinians to St. Davids. It
felt as if we were in specially planted gardens and couldn't
believe all that we saw was just growing wild. The most
abundant flower was the deep pink foxglove. The foxglove
was as tall as us and some even taller. There were also
ox-eye daisies, buttercups, bird’s- foot trefoil, primrose, sea
campions, and miniature hyacinths as well as flower species I
didn’t recognize.
If flowers aren’t of special interest to you perhaps some of
the other sites on the coastal path would be. Something we
can’t compete with on our trails in the United States is the
ancient history you come across as you hike. You pass the
remnants of a 2,000 year old fort, a 400 AD burial ground,
and a medieval castle. When we got into the small towns
there were ancient churches. In St. David’s you'll find St. David's Cathedral that was built in 1131 AD. Everywhere you
looked there was so much history.

View of foxglove along trail and sea mist

The trail has some exciting wildlife, too. We saw some grey seals and several species of sea gulls. Unfortunately, we did
not see the puffins, foxes or badgers. Perhaps we were lucky that we didn't see any badgers but we saw several of their
dwelling places. Not only did we see wildlife but we also had to go through many a sheep field, a cow field, and had to
chase some wild ponies off the trail.
(Continued on page 7)
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A Walk in Wales (Continued)
(Continued from page 6)

The trail is very easy to follow, most of the time. It is marked
with an upside down acorn and is also marked where you can
get off the trail to a road. We couldn’t figure out why
an upside down acorn, but it was revealed to me after my
return, on - of all places - Antique Road Show! On the show
someone had an old piece of furniture with upside down
acorns. It turns out that upside down acorns stand for strength
in the United Kingdom - and that part of the trail you sometimes needed it! When the sea mist rolls in it makes it more
difficult to follow the trail. On our third day the sea mist
rolled in at a place where we had to find our way off the trail
into Newport. We finally did arrive at 7:45 pm and 16+
miles!
As I mentioned earlier, the B & B's were wonderful. They all
had their own charm but the most notable was the BethsaiSt. David’s Cathedral
da in St. Dogmeals. It had been a church that had fallen into
ruin but was saved and converted into a spectacular B & B. All the wood work was redone and stained glass windows
restored. The individual rooms were luxurious. They had state of the art bathrooms with heated towel racks. Each room
had a pew incorporated in some way into the room; in my room the pew was a headboard.
So if you are searching for an exceptional hiking destination, I highly recommend the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path for all
its charm and beauty. I promise that you won’t be disappointed!
- Susan Karas

“After you have exhausted
what there is in business,
politics, conviviality, love,
and so on – have found that
none of them finally satisfy,
or permanently wear – what
remains? Nature remains.”
- Walt Whitman
Welsh ponies alongside trail just north of St. Justinian’s

Export to Develop Master Plan for New Park
Export Borough has engaged Pashek Associates to develop a Master Site Plan for 16+ acres of open space situated
along Kennedy Avenue east of Italy Road as a community park. The land was donated by local businessman J.M. Hall, Jr.
to the citizens of Export for development of a community park. If you would like to know more about this project, please
contact Melanie Litz at (724) 327-7308.
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2016 Murrysville Photo Contest
Entering its 10th year, the Murrysville Photo Contest will once again provide a way for area photographers to showcase
the best of their outdoor Murrysville photos. Each of us views our parks, natural areas, and neighborhoods from a unique
perspective. Through the eye of the photographer, the photo contest offers an opportunity for Murrysville residents and
non-residents alike to record special parts of the Murrysville community.
This year’s contest categories include:






Wildlife
Plant Life
Landscapes
People and Pet
Photos by Young Photographers 15 & under.

Additionally, the “Popular Choice” category continues, following its well
received inaugural year.

-

Leaf Ice Explosion by Doug Bauman
A fun aspect of the contest is that all entries are posted online by Doug
Bauman, the contest Photomeister. This provides the opportunity to “scope out the competition” in the various contest categories, and also to browse a collection of beautiful photos from Murrysville.

A detailed description of the contest can be found at murrysvillephotocontest.org. We’re also on Facebook; please visit
our page early and often!
The 2015 Murrysville Photo Contest received 177 entries, from both our seasoned yearly contributors as well as first time
entrants. Keep clicking, and hope to see you at the 2016 Award Ceremony!
Questions and/or comments can be directed to dmmatuza@comcast.net (724 327-0826).
- Dale Matuza (Contest Coordinator)
Editor’s Note: You will find some of the top photos from the 2015 contest featured in this issue. Contest photos are available
for community use so long as credit is shown for the photographer, so it’s likely that you’ve come across contest photos in this
and other publications, or on display somewhere in Murrysville.

Blue Jay in Fall by Lindsey Powers

Foggy Fall Sunrise by Jacki Walker

Swallowtail on Buttonbush
by Theo van de Venne
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Hometown Hero Walk
Murrysville will hold its annual Hometown Hero Walk on Sunday, September 11. The
walk will start at 4pm at the entrance to Murrysville Community Park, on Wiestertown
Road. The Walk will be a 2-mile stroll on the newly paved walking trail through the
park, followed by a band, food and festivities. The day’s activities will end at 7 pm,
with a 9/11 Remembrance Service hosted by Pastor Dan Lawrence and Murrysville
Emergency Services.
This event is open to the public and everyone is encouraged to attend and remember
the tragic events of 9/11, and our heroes who sacrificed, fought and are still fighting
today. Walkers, teams, and volunteers are needed! For more information, please visit
the PA Hero Walk website at www.paherowalk.com or call 724-327-2100, x131/
x115.

Trek Tech
At one time, planning for a hike involved a paper map, and for more challenging expeditions, perhaps a compass and a guide book. Today, with advances in computers, tablets, smartphones, and
smart watches, it has never been easier to find new trails to explore and to be better prepared to
enjoy them. There are great applications available, many of them free, which can help you find and
plan the perfect escape. This occasional column will highlight the tech side of trip planning.
One of my favorite free tools, available on the web or as a mobile application, is AllTrails.com. This
site has over 50,000 trail maps entered by users. The application quickly uses your location to identify trails nearby and
shows them as a list or in map view. The trail list can be narrowed down to your preferred types using their built-in filters.
These filters allow you to select your trail by difficulty, trail length, trail use, trail highlights, and suitability. Once you
select a trail, the screen provides a brief overview of the trail, a subjective difficulty rating, distance and elevation statistics, photographs,
trail maps and user reviews. Links on the main screen can pull up directions to the trail head using Google Maps. If you use the application on a mobile device, you can use the application to record your
route. Tracking your route can also be a help when you miss the critical trail sign and get lost. The track can be used to backtrack or to see
where you strayed from a published trail.
One of my favorite aspects of the applications is the user comment
section. Users can post comments and tips that can help you better
enjoy your trip. Comments can include suggested hiking direction, loop
trail combinations, special sights and features along the way, descriptions of the terrain and trail conditions, and estimated trip durations.
As with any software that allows user input, you should use caution
when relying solely on this application. Difficulty levels, trail ratings,
and trip durations are subjective. Recorded tracks by others may stray
from established trails. To stay safe in unfamiliar areas, use common sense, be prepared for unexpected conditions, allow
adequate time to complete the journey at your own pace, and take extra water and snacks.
The free version of the application includes the standard AllTrails base map, a satellite map, and a road map. For approximately $30/year, you can upgrade to the Pro version, which offers other base maps as well as some nice add-on
features such as downloading and printing maps.
- Nancy Copley
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MCP Wetland Walk
On July 9, the MTA and Friends of Murrysville Parks co-hosted a Walking Tour of the MCP Wetlands that was led by Susan Miller, with additional presentations about purple martins by Jeff Hunt and snakes and salamanders by Jim Pemberton. Thank you, Sue and Jeff and Jim, for an informative and enjoyable morning! (Photos courtesy of Dale Matuza)

Visit www.pondwatcher.weebly.com
to learn about the fascinating wildlife
at the MCP Wetlands!
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Local Marcellus Land to Become Amusement Park
The boom in extraction of natural gas from the Marcellus Shale in Western PA has impacted the region in many ways.
Landowners have received money for leasing their land. Consumers have benefited from cheaper energy prices. In the
meantime, environmentalists have fought what they see as an impending disaster.
There is now another impact that was never imagined. A Marcellus Shale theme park is coming to Murrysville. Thomas
“Methane” McFrederick, President of Natural Resources Inc., has announced that due to the decline in gas prices, his
company will use their land in Murrysville for a theme park.
“With the current price of natural gas at such a low level”, said Mr. McFrederick, “it is just not economically feasible to
make a decent profit in this industry. Plus, we have all those new
regulations to deal with. So we thought we better find a better
use for all the land we’ve been working on. The theme park
seemed the way to go.”
Mr. McFrederick would not disclose the exact details on how much
land his company owns, or where it is located, except to say that
“… it’s dab, smack in the middle of Murrysville”.
There are currently preliminary designs for the first three park
rides. On “The Drill”, passengers are seated in an enclosed car
that rapidly goes straight up and down, extending about 20 feet
into the ground so it is plunged into total darkness, and then rising
20 feet above ground. “The Fracker” ride, on the other hand, is
almost totally in the dark. The riders drop about a hundred feet
into the ground, then make a sharp 90 degree turn through a
horizontal tunnel for a hundred more feet, before coming back to
the surface. Finally, on “The Gusher”, riders have their own individual car that is shot several hundred feet straight up through an old drilling rig, before settling gently back to earth
with a parachute.
“After we get through building these three, we’ll probably add a few water slides,” said Mr. McFrederick. We can
add some ponds for ice skating in the winter, and in case gas prices rebound it will be handy to have the water
nearby.”
In order to generate community interest and support, the company will be sponsoring a contest for naming the new park.
Details will be posted on the company’s Facebook page.
- I.B. Droll

Thank you to Murrysville Community Library
and Murrysville AAUW (American Association of

WANTED!

University Women) for their donations of books
for the “Take one/
Leave one” Book Box
at the MCP Dog Park!

Do you enjoy social media? Help the MTA
build our presence on Facebook and other
social media! Have fun, build (mental) muscles, make new friends! Contact us at

MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org

M ur r ys vi l l e Tr a i l A l l i a n ce
Editor
Nancy Copley
Associate Editors Betsy Aiken
Ed Gerstenhaber
Board Members
Betsy Aiken
Charlie Beard
Donna Beard
Susan Karas
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Murrysville Trail News
A newsletter of the Murrysville Trail Alliance,
“Celebrating Outdoor Murrysville”

Tom Ronksley
Clarence Skena
Buzz Wichmann

Inquires and submissions are welcome!
Please email newsletter@murrysvilletrails.org.
Publication dates: January, May, and September
To subscribe to this newsletter by email, please send a request to
MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org.
See www.murrysvilletrails.org for information about MTA meetings.
Anyone interested is invited to participate in any MTA meetings or activities.
Please join us!

Summer Scenes from
Murrysville
Photo credits for summer collage, in rows from top left:
Lady in pink – Steve Frost; Sunrise – Diana Trozzo; Blueberry picking with Miss Rennie – Kaitlyn Sacherich; Fireworks – Joyce Frost; Sunset –
Steve Frost; Cutthroat mud kitchen – Sarah Fiscus; Chipmunk – Susan Merante; Butterflies on eupatorium – Jan Capasso; Echinacea – Donald
Whirlow; Squirrel – John Negich; Thistle – Lane Neff; Frog on rock – Joyce Frost; Foxglove – Laura DiNunzio; Backyard bear – Andrea Price;
Monarda – Gerald Miller; Six-spotted fishing spider – Susan Miller

MURRYSVILLE ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

SEPTEMBER — DECEMBER 2016
DATE

TIME

EVENT

LOCATION

SPONSOR

Sep. 1, 8,
15, 22, 29
Sep. 10

3-7 pm
(Thurs.)
9 am

Farmers’ Market

MVFC Field

Recreation Dept.

Cross Murrysville Hike

Townsend Park

MTA

Sep. 10

3 pm

Low Country Boil

Newhouse Park

Rotary Club

Sep. 10

12 pm

Historical Preservation Society Festival

Sampson-Clark Toll
House

Hist. Pres. Society

Sep. 11

4 pm

Hometown Hero Walk

MCP

Recreation Dept.

Sep. 22

10:21am

FALL EQUINOX

Oct. 1

10 am

Mushroom Walk

Townsend Park

FOMP

Oct. 1

12 pm

Chili Oktoberfest

MVFC Pavilion

Recreation Dept.

Oct. 8

8:30 am

Autumn Excursion

Todd Nature Reserve

Oct. 22

10 am

Witch Hazel Hike

McGinnis Reserve

Westmoreland Conservancy
Westmoreland Conservancy

Dec. 2

6 pm

Night of Lights

Town Square

Dec. 21

5:44 am

WINTER SOLSTICE

Recreation Dept.

Please check in the Newsletter, or contact the sponsoring organization, for more details on these events.
See murrysvilletrails.org for links to other area organizations (e.g., botanical societies, bird and nature clubs, hiking and
outdoor groups) and their activities.

If you enjoyed reading this issue of the Murrysville Trail News,
please pass this on to others!
Free subscriptions are available by emailing MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org.

You are invited...
To

write

about

a

favorite

destination

for

outdoor recreation, for the Murrysville Trail
News.
Please email MTAmail@murrysvilletrails.org

Above: Yoda welcomed visitors to MTA/
Westmoreland Heritage Trail booth at
Murrysville’s August 2016 Community
Day”

Above and Left: Girl Scout murals along
the Westmoreland Heritage Trail near
Saltsburg

